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Specifications

Product Dimensions: 5 x 5.13 x 8 inches
Item Weight: 3 ounces
Item model number: MBL CLY HSET IE CA WH WW
Color: White
Form Factor: In-Ear
Connectivity Technology: Wired
Special Feature: Ios-phone-control, Volume-control

What’s in the box?

Supersonic IQ106RD High Quality In-Ear Earbuds

Product Descriptions

White in-ear Apple Control Talk
With iPads, iPhones, iPods, and other portable media players, Monster Pop Rocks headphones work great.
The fashionable, lightweight design is perfect for accessorising and enables a custom fit for your ears thanks to
the included changeable silicone ear cushions.

Features

Monster performance audio headset with a 3.5mm connector for Apple Control

Note

The United States is the intended market for products with electrical plugs. This device might need an adapter or
converter to be used in your destination due to the different outlets and voltage around the world. Before ordering,
please confirm compatibility.

How do I use?

The wire of standard in-ear headphones is often worn hanging straight down from the front or back. Since these
headphones are in-ear and not earbuds, it is best to cinch your earlobes together as you insert the ear tips to create
a tight seal inside your ear canal.

How do you clean?

When you hold your earbuds, the mesh side should be downward. To get rid of any dirt or earwax buildup, gently
brush the wire mesh with a dry, soft toothbrush (preferably a child’s toothbrush). Tap the earphones’ logo or non-
mesh side to help clear some of the debris.

Warranty and Support

For more information or to request a copy of the manufacturer’s warranty for a product you’ve seen on Amazon.com,
get in touch with the company directly. Manufacturer’s warranties might not always be applicable, depending on the
circumstances, such as how the product is used, where it was acquired, or from whom. Please carefully read the
warranty, and if you have any problems, get in touch with the seller.

Frequently Asked Questions

How are wired earbuds protected?

• Here is a list of advice and strategies you may use to extend the life of your favorite wired headsets:
• Pull the plug rather than the cable. Considerately coil the cable. Keep the cord from dangling. Keep them unplugged
at all times.
• Create strong (and attractive) wired earphones, buy a carry case, and avoid sleeping with them in.



Are wired earphones repairable?

Your broken headphone cables can still be fixed using simpler tools. To repair damaged headphone or earphone
wiring without soldering them together, you’ll need the following: lighter and a wire cutter (or sandpaper)

What sort of wire do headphones use?

The wires and jacks for headphones are made of various materials, such as copper, silver, gold, or rhodium.
Connectors can be solid (completely formed of the same material) or plated over less expensive metals like brass.
Additionally, silver-plated copper wires are replacing solid silver wire as a less expensive alternative.

Why do headphones malfunction so often?

The most prevalent reasons why earphones break so easily are the following seven factors: Pulling or putting stress
on the cords when removing the earbuds. Letting headphones dangle from beds, couches, and tables, among other
pieces of furniture twisting your headphones while you sleep.

Why make my wired headphones incapable of functioning properly?

If your headphones frequently detach, check the headphone jack to make sure the connection is solid and the port is
clean. It is possible that the audio driver on your device is broken. If you think this are the case, try uninstalling and
reinstalling the driver.

How can I determine if my headphones are defective?

• This article contains rattling noises and/or distorted sound.
• When using Bluetooth headphones, there is no sound.
• When using Bluetooth headphones, there is a delay.
• When wearing wireless headphones, you hear static.
• Only one ear or side can be used.
• The jack or plug on your headphones is bent.

Does a headphone’s audio quality matter?

They can, of course, but it’s important to keep in mind that wires do not “improve” your sound. Their objective is to
convert sound from the source as transparently as possible.

How are earbuds to be used correctly?

To wear the headphones, insert the earbud tips into your ear canal and twist the headphones into place.

Which type of earbuds—headphones—is safer?

In principle, earbuds and headphones are both safe, but how you use them can affect how safe they are. If you listen
to loud music for an extended period of time, your ears may suffer harm. This group includes both headphones and
earbuds. However, due to the way earvuds are made, the danger is a little higher.

Is it advised to wear headphones?

Nothing can protect your ears from the roar. Furthermore, earbuds could push earwax deeper into the ear canal,
preventing you from hearing well and making you turn up the volume. Over-the-ear headphones are a much better
choice.

Can using headphones cause headaches?

The most common cause of headaches from headphones is using them for extended periods of time.

What sets earbuds apart from headphones?

The difference between earbuds and earphones is substantial. Earbuds are inserted into the concha, an opening
outside the ear canal. Earphones, often known as in-ear headphones, are inserted into the ear canal. Even though it
can appear insignificant, comfort benefits from it.

Ideally, headphones should be tight.



As a cork does in a wine bottle, they should be thoroughly inserted into your ear so that the soft tip may form a solid
seal with all of the canal’s walls.

Does wearing headphones cause ear pain?

According to study, wearing earbuds and headphones for an extended period of time may potentially cause pain.
The fragile outer ear skin may be compressed by uncomfortable or too-tight headphones, and the delicate inner ear
cartilage may be stretched too far.

What purpose do earbuds serve?

One of the main reasons individuals wear earphones is so they may listen to music or other audio without disturbing
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